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ABOUT US
For over 30 years Stagecraft has remained at the forefront of the design, manufacture
and installation of interior and exterior retail display systems.
With its roots in rural Mid Wales, the company began life working with garden centres
and later developed into a wider retail sector, working with a variety of businesses,
from large retail chains through to small independent retailers throughout the UK.
With a dedicated and passionate design, manufacturing and fit-out team, the
company prides itself on providing a bespoke service tailored to suit the needs of
each individual client

Stagecraft are proud to be an FSC® certified manufacturer
meaning that our customers and employees can be
confident that our materials are sourced from sustainable,
responsible and well-managed forests.

HOUSEPLANTS
Naturally being a seasonal industry it is important for retailers in the gardening sector to turn their attention to potential indoor
markets. Houseplants are a fantastic way for gardeners to satisfy their love of flowers all year round, plus when promoted correctly
can help level out declining sales on exterior plants. That’s why we at Stagecraft have a fantastic selection of houseplant tables
designed to create colourful eye-catching features your customers will love.

Stagecraft offer a mixture of timber and metalwork
for a number of our houseplant styles in order to
create a rustic contemporary feel within a houseplant
department. Metal frames also improve the longevity
and help protect against general wear and tear within a
retail environment.

Every business should possess a brand that is clearly
communicated throughout their retail environment.
Painted tables are a fantastic way to mesh your retail
fixtures to your brand. With 2 on-site spray booths
Stagecraft can help you ensure the colours of your
shelves and display tables perfectly match your
brand’s colour palette.

Tiered display tables and lower shelving help assist
retailers in separating differing product types in
order to encourage cross-selling of complimentary
goods. For instance within houseplant departments
displaying houseplants next to pots and plant
care products is a great way to encourage multiple
purchases and thus increasing product sales.

Using tiered display tables is a great way to maximise
use of retail space ensuring all product are easily
visible at differing eye-levels.
Plus, mobile options further improve the adaptability
of houseplant units making them easy to move
around a retail space as and when required.

Perimeter units are a fantastic way to create a
clearly defined houseplant area and add height to
otherwise low standing houseplant tables. With
an extensive range of style options to choose from
perimeter units could be just what you need to give
your houseplant area an extra edge.

Using wall units behind counter units is a great way
to maximise use of retail space ensuring products
can be seen at different eye-levels.
It can also provide additional functionality for
specific counters such as wrap counters where rolls
need to be visible to customers and easily accessible
for staff working behind the counter.
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